
Constitutional Law
A Context and Practice Casebook
Third Edition

David Schwartz, University of Wisconsin Law School
Lori Ringhand, University of Georgia School of Law

Casebook, Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-2064-4
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

The third edition of Constitutional Law: A Context and Practice

Casebook reflects important recent developments in constitutional law

and highlights newly contested areas, including issues involving freedom

of speech and religion, executive powers and immunities, and the scope

of congressional authority. As in prior editions, this unique casebook

offers comprehensive coverage without backbreaking bulk, and allows

you to teach constitutional law your own way, without having to fight

the book.

Poverty Law and Advocacy in America
Readings and Materials

Steven M. Virgil, Wake Forest University School of Law
Sherri Lawson Clark, Wake Forest University, 

Dept. of Anthropology 

2021, 528 pp, ISBN 978-1-61163-560-7, $89.00, paper
Teacher’s Manual

Poverty Law and Advocacy in America: Readings and Materials begins

by engaging students in thinking about what it is like to be poor and

questioning commonly held conceptions about the poor. Part II of the

book considers the needs of the poor and how these needs are met

through the implementation of federal and state policy. Part III discuss-

es the structures for advocacy in the legal system and the role of lawyers

who represent the poor.

The Legislative Process, Statutory Interpretation,
and Administrative Agencies
Second Edition

Linda D. Jellum, Mercer University School of Law

Casebook, Forthcoming May 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-1200-7
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

This updated casebook is designed for a first-year class on legislation

and regulation. It is practice oriented and uses a combination of highly

edited cases and targeted problems to teach students the tools and meth-

ods for interpreting legal texts and navigating the administrative state.

The text aims to familiarize students with the techniques lawyers use to

craft statutory and regulatory arguments, while also giving students a

sense of the importance of the government actors. The second edition

was revised significantly to make it even more accessible for first-year

law students. 

HIGHLIGHTS
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Criminal Procedure
Constitutional Constraints Upon Investigation and Proof
Ninth Edition

James J. Tomkovicz, University of Iowa College of Law
The late Welsh S. White, University of Pittsburgh School of Law

Casebook, 2021, 1288 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-2142-9, $225.00
Teacher’s Manual

The ninth edition incorporates significant rulings of the Court since
the last edition. The text has been streamlined with the hope of assisting
instructors pressed for time. Chapter Six (Entrapment) has been elimi-
nated and a number of previously main cases have been reduced to note
status. Finally, the problems for most of the chapters have been refreshed
with a sampling of cutting-edge rulings by lower courts.

Criminal Law
Problems, Statutes, and Cases
Second Edition

Kevin C. McMunigal, Case Western Reserve University 
School of Law

Daniel S. Medwed, Northeastern University School of Law

Casebook, 2021, 914 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1736-1, $189.00
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming
Assessment forthcoming via Core Knowledge for Lawyers (see page 17)

Criminal Law: Problems, Statutes, and Cases combines effective, inno-
vative teaching methods, such as the use of problems and visual materi-
als, with cases, including recent opinions on bias intimidation, posses-
sion of child pornography, threatening speech on social media, and theft
of computer code. New cases and problems come straight from your
news feed—the killing of George Floyd, the pardon of a Roger Stone, the
making of COVID-19 threats, the debate over the future of policing—
and are designed to provoke a vigorous and rigorous conversation about
what criminal law is and what it should be.

Patent Law
Fundamentals of Doctrine and Policy 

Daniel H. Brean, Intellectual Property Counsel, Philips
Ned Snow, University of South Carolina School of Law 

Casebook, 2020, 928 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1789-7, $187.00
Teacher’s Manual

Patent Law: Fundamentals of Doctrine and Policy provides a remark-
ably accessible yet robust introduction to patent law and its practical
application. Written in a straightforward style, the authors focus on pro-
viding a deep understanding of doctrine and policy, without “hiding the
ball” in ways that can hinder student comprehension. The book will
appeal to students who have scientific and technical backgrounds or
prior patent experience, as well as students who simply have an interest
in technology and innovation and seek a well-rounded legal education.



ACCOUNTING

Basic Accounting Principles for Lawyers
Fourth Edition

C. Steven Bradford, University of Nebraska College of Law

2021, 200 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1191-8, $69.00, paper

Completely updated in its fourth edition with clear examples and illus-

trations, this book is specifically designed as an auxiliary tool for account-

ing-related courses. It is brief, inexpensive, and gives students a plain-

English introduction to the basics of accounting and to the financial con-

cepts of present value and expected value. It allows students to learn essen-

tial accounting concepts outside of class so professors can spend valuable

class time focusing on the core concepts of a course. The chapters are short

and modular, so professors can assign as much or as little as students need

to know for a course. 

ADR/NEGOTIATION/MEDIATION

Arbitration
Cases, Problems, and Practice
Second Edition

Matthew H. Adler, University of Virginia School of Law

Casebook, Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-1758-3 
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

The goal of this book is to create good arbitration lawyers. Written by a

practicing attorney and law professor with over 30 years of experience, it

presents current caselaw and real-world practice pointers to teach future

lawyers how to win their arbitration cases from the earliest procedural stage.

The book is organized around the three phases of an arbitration: forming it,

conducting it, and enforcing it. The second edition reflects numerous legal

and societal changes in the past five years that are not reflected in any other

arbitration casebook on the market.

An Annotated Legislative Record of the 
Federal Arbitration Act
Imre Szalai, Loyola University New Orleans College of Law

2021, 248 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-2010-1, $50.00, paper

This book presents an annotated legislative history of the Federal

Arbitration Act, a statute that has transformed America’s civil justice system

and blocked access to the courts for millions of Americans. The annotations

provide broader context and insightful commentary for a better under-

standing of the legislative record, which is filled with references to many

people, events, beliefs, and principles that may not be widely known today.

This annotated legislative record reveals the original, limited purpose of the

Federal Arbitration Act, which the Supreme Court has grossly misinterpret-

ed in disturbing ways that are undermining access to justice for vulnerable

parties. By placing the legislative history in a broader context through

detailed annotations, this book is an invaluable resource for attorneys,

judges, arbitrators, arbitration institutions, lobbyists, policy makers, jour-

nalists, scholars, law students, or anyone interested in the role of arbitration

in America’s civil justice system.

ART LAW

Art Law & Transactions
Second Edition

Anne-Marie Rhodes, Loyola University of Chicago School of Law 

Casebook, Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-1902-0 
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

The second edition of Art Law & Transactions presents the transactional

structure of art law in three primary segments: acquisition, ownership, and

disposition. This transactional focus highlights the uneven development of

art law as art seems to alternate between ordinary commercial status and

exceptional status. Chapters on acquisition explore acquisition venues and

the core legal issues of authenticity and title. The ownership section begins

with crossing borders, followed by moral rights, and art loans. Finally, 

disposition concludes the transactional timeline with sales and exchanges,

gratuitous dispositions, and valuation. Much has happened in the field over

the last decade. This new edition cites over 50 new cases and includes 16

new principal cases. 

BANKRUPTCY

Bankruptcy Law
Principles, Policies, and Practice
Fifth Edition

Charles Tabb, University of Illinois College of Law
Ralph Brubaker, University of Illinois College of Law

Casebook, Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-1362-2
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Bankruptcy Law: Principles, Policies, and Practice puts bankruptcy law in

context, illuminating the evolution of the Bankruptcy Code with an explo-

ration of current and historical non-bankruptcy remedies. The book con-

tinually approaches each topic through the goals of creditors and debtors,

exploring how each is served in various parts of the Code. Extensive ques-

tions and numerous problems focus student attention on the mechanics of

the bankruptcy process. But they do so through the lens of history and poli-

cy, and they explain why the law is the way it is. 

BUSINESS/FINANCE LAW

Agency, Partnership, and the LLC: The Law of
Unincorporated Business Enterprises
Cases, Materials, Problems 
Abridged Tenth Edition

J. Dennis Hynes, University of Colorado School of Law, Emeritus 
Mark J. Loewenstein, University of Colorado School of Law

Casebook, 2021, 736 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1513-8, $98.00
Teacher’s Manual

This abridged version provides cases and materials on agency law and on

unincorporated business entities: general partnerships, limited partnerships,

and limited liability companies. This edition is particularly designed for

one- or two-credit hour courses that are limited to these topics. Problems

are provided after key sections to enhance discussion and review of various

key concepts.
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NEW AND FORTHCOMING TITLES

Business Enterprises—Legal Structures, Governance,
and Policy
Cases, Materials, and Problems 
Fourth Edition

Douglas M. Branson, University of Pittsburgh School of Law, 
Emeritus

Joan MacLeod Heminway, University of Tennessee College of Law
Mark J. Loewenstein, University of Colorado School of Law
Marc I. Steinberg, Southern Methodist University School of Law
Manning Gilbert Warren, III, University of Louisville School of Law

Casebook, 2020, 1060 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1544-2, $204.00
Teacher’s Manual

Business Enterprises—Legal Structures, Governance and Policy: Cases,

Materials, and Problems contains material sufficient to educate an emerg-

ing lawyer to function in general business law practice in a transactional

or advocacy-oriented setting. It provides comprehensive coverage of state

and federal law and policy governing the legal structures through which

business is conducted in the United States, principally including unin-

corporated and incorporated business entities, and covers foundational

issues relating to agency and entity formation, corporate finance, internal

governance, and legal liability to third parties.

Seed Deals
How to Grow from Startup to Venture Capital

David J. Willbrand, Chair, Thompson Hine LLP

2021, 170 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-2128-3, $39.00, paper 

The existing literature on startups exhaustively covers the mechanics

of forming a company and the elements of a traditional venture capital

financing. The “Seed Deal”—whether in the form of preferred stock,

convertible promissory notes or SAFEs—is the means by which a com-

pany makes its way from startup to venture capital. For some companies,

the period of the Seed Deal is measured in weeks or months, but for oth-

ers it can be years. It’s a critical time for these companies, and lawyers

have an important role to play. Surprisingly, there is little instructional or

illuminative literature on the topic. This book fills that vacuum in a jar-

gon-free and easily accessible way. 

Closely Held Organizations
Second Edition

Shawn J. Bayern, Florida State University College of Law 

Casebook, 2020, 360 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1961-7, $79.00
Teacher’s Manual

This casebook covers the law of “closely held” businesses—those with

few owners.  The book is intended for use in modern versions of the

“Agency and Partnership” course, courses on unincorporated or closely

held businesses, and the first part of integrated “Business Organizations”

sequences of courses. It adopts a functionalist approach to law and intro-

duces students to economic reasoning in business law without relying

exclusively on the methods or ideologies of legal economists. The second

edition covers modern statutory developments, including hybrid organi-

zations and new technological governance mechanisms, and adds recent

cases on partnership formation and the relationships among partners.

CIVIL PROCEDURE 

Civil Procedure
Cases, Text, Notes, and Problems
Fourth Edition

Larry L. Teply, Creighton University School of Law
Denis F. McLaughlin, Seton Hall University School of Law
Ralph U. Whitten, Creighton University School of Law, Emeritus

Casebook, 2021, 986 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-2052-1, $133.00
Teacher’s Manual

This new edition carefully integrates both basic and more complex

issues of federal and state civil procedure, presented in a user-friendly

format. Throughout the book, explanatory text has been interwoven

with illustrative cases, notes, questions, and figures to make the presenta-

tion of the material more efficient for the professor and more under-

standable for the student. As an additional teaching feature, the textbook

contains over 250 carefully drafted problems following each topic sec-

tion, designed to provide maximum teaching flexibility—enabling a pro-

fessor to utilize the problems in each section to teach all or part of the

material. The new edition also includes the latest decisions of the U.S.

Supreme Court on subject-matter and personal jurisdiction, venue, the

Erie doctrine, class actions, pleadings, joinder, and preclusion, and has

been updated to reflect all current amendments of the Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure and relevant federal statutes. 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Handbook,
2021–2022 Edition

Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-2280-8, paper 

This handbook includes the text of the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure, Supplemental Rules for Certain Admiralty and Maritime

Claims, Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure, Federal Rules of Appellate

Procedure Forms, Selected United States Code provisions, and

Constitution of the United States. 

CIVIL RIGHTS/RACE AND THE LAW

Exploring Discrimination
Sex, Disability, and Genetic Information

Abigail L. Perdue, Wake Forest University School of Law

Forthcoming spring 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-0275-6, paper
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Exploring Discrimination: Sex, Disability, and Genetic Information

aims to encourage educators to teach inclusive courses on sex, disability,

and genetic discrimination at their respective institutions to provide

opportunities for compassionate engagement and meaningful dialogue

at campuses across the country. After all, relations between different

groups will continue to deteriorate unless we, as educators, provide more

opportunities for meaningful, open, and honest dialogue about these

issues and facilitate compassionate engagement among persons who dif-

fer from us. The book aspires to encourage the next generation of stu-

dent-citizens to embrace and celebrate diversity rather than fear and

denigrate difference.



COMPARATIVE LAW

Global Legal Traditions
Comparative Law for the 21st Century

Michael J. Bazyler, Chapman University School of Law
Michael Bryant, Bryant University
Kristen Nelson, Gratz College
Sermid Al-Sarraf, International Institute for the Rule of Law

Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-0785-0, paper
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Global Legal Traditions: Comparative Law for the 21st Century explores

four legal traditions from around the world. The book opens by focusing on

European-based civil law, represented by German law, before moving on to

the common law legal tradition seen in English law. Some comparative law

casebooks and study guides stop with Western law but Global Legal

Traditions continues by turning to the study of a secular non-European

legal tradition by examining Chinese law, or more specifically the law of the

People’s Republic of China. The book’s final section covers the non-state,

religion-based legal tradition found in Islamic law, both in its pre-state form

and how Islamic law manifests itself within the confines of sovereign state

powers.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW (ALSO SEE PAGE 1)

Understanding Constitutional Law 
Fifth Edition

William D. Araiza, Brooklyn Law School

2020, 680 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1870-2, $51.00, paper

This new edition is a succinct but comprehensive treatment of constitu-

tional law topics typically encountered in a first-year constitutional law

class. The book provides the current black letter law doctrines alongside the

historical background needed to understand them and the major lines of

dissenting thought. It explains the methodological approaches the Court

has taken to the topics it covers and is interspersed with commentary to

help readers understand both those approaches and the rules they generate.

Thus, the book is ideal for both students beginning their education in con-

stitutional law and those seeking a deeper understanding. 

Constitutional Law
Cases, Approaches, and Application
Second Edition

William D. Araiza, Brooklyn Law School

Casebook, 2021, 1166 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-2090-3, $168.00
Teacher’s Manual; Assessment available via Core Knowledge for Lawyers (see page 17)

The second edition of Constitutional Law: Cases, Approaches, and

Applications is a succinct and careful presentation of canonical constitution-

al law cases and important constitutional law statements from the political

branches. Additionally, its annual supplement includes material based on

recent appellate cases applying Supreme Court constitutional doctrine.

Thematic, as well as topical, organization, allows professors to explore par-

ticular jurisprudential approaches. The book includes note material that

connects the featured cases, thus providing the students with a comprehen-

sive explanation of the law in a manageable number of pages.

Federal Constitutional Law (Volume 1)
Introduction to Interpretive Methods and the 
Federal Judicial Power
Third Edition

Scott W. Gaylord, Elon School of Law
Christopher R. Green, University of Mississippi School of Law
Lee J. Strang, University of Toledo College of Law

2021, 232 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1980-8, $38.00, paper 
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

This softcover book is the first volume of the six-volume Federal

Constitutional Law Modular Casebook Series. This innovative modular

approach to the material facilitates a focused study of particular topics

within the field of federal constitutional law.

Federal Constitutional Law (Volume 6)
The First Amendment
Second Edition

Scott W. Gaylord, Elon School of Law
Christopher R. Green, University of Mississippi School of Law
Lee J. Strang, University of Toledo College of Law

2021, 538 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1677-7, $52.00, paper
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

This is the sixth volume in the Federal Constitutional Law Modular

Casebook Series. This innovative modular concept facilitates focused study

of federal constitutional law and also works as a stand-alone text for a First

Amendment class. Volume 6 explores the original purposes and intentions

for the adoption of the First Amendment, which illuminates the book’s cov-

erage of: the Free Speech Clause, the Free Exercise Clause, and the

Establishment Clause.

The Reconstruction Amendments
Peter Nicolas, University of Washington School of Law

Casebook, 2020, 720 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1875-7, $155.00
Teacher’s Manual

This textbook provides a comprehensive, case and- problem-based

approach to studying the Reconstruction Amendments—the Thirteenth,

Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution—with a

particular focus on the Equal Protection and Due Process guarantees of the

Fourteenth Amendment. A free online supplement will be updated regularly

and made available free of charge to students and instructors alike.

CONTRACTS 

Questions & Answers: Contracts
Third Edition

Scott J. Burnham, Gonzaga University School of Law

2020, 256 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1797-2, $26.99, paper 

The third edition of Questions & Answers: Contracts contains additional,

entirely new questions since the previous edition. This study guide includes

189 multiple-choice and short-answer questions arranged topically for ease

of use during the semester, plus an additional set of 42 questions compris-

ing a comprehensive “practice exam.”

NEW AND FORTHCOMING TITLES
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NEW AND FORTHCOMING TITLES

Contracts 
The Law of Promises 

Daniel O’Gorman, Barry University School of Law

Casebook, Forthcoming spring 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-1891-7
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming, 
Assessment forthcoming via Core Knowledge for Lawyers (see page 17)

Contracts: The Law of Promises is a casebook for first-year contracts

courses. Its emphasis is on presenting contract law in a way that is easily

understood by students, so they can spend most of their time mastering the

application of the rules, rather than seeking to discover the rules. The case-

book includes an appendix with the most important black letter rules, and

throughout the casebook numerous examples are provided showing how

the rules are applied. Before each case, textual material explains the law and

its application, with an emphasis on explaining each of the elements of the

doctrine being discussed. Key points and chapter “takeaways” are included

to help students know if they are recognizing which principles are particu-

larly important. Cases have been chosen based on the clarity of the court’s

analysis and have been abridged to exclude irrelevant material.

COPYRIGHT LAW

Copyright Law
Protection of Original Expression
Fourth Edition

Ryan Vacca, University of New Hampshire School of Law
The late Sheldon W. Halpern, Ohio State University College of Law

Casebook, 2021, 1316 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-0771-3, $160.00
Teacher’s Manual

This practical casebook is perfect for students who have struggled with

dense notes and opaque explanations, professors who have labored through

cumbersome texts, or for new teachers who need a clear teaching template

with both substantive doctrine and highly instructive and engaging cases.

The fourth edition of Copyright Law: Protection of Original Expression has

been substantially restructured to help students understand the numerous

additions reflecting updated case law and recent legislation. Also, the

teacher’s manual has been significantly enhanced as a helpful guide to

engaging students with the material and defines clear learning objectives for

each section.

CORPORATIONS

Corporations and Other Business Organizations
Cases and Materials
Tenth Edition

Lawrence A. Cunningham, George Washington University Law School

Casebook, 2020, 872 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1973-0, $208.00
Teacher’s Manual

The tenth edition of Corporations and Other Business Organizations

maintains the book’s great traditions with a clear narrative, classic and

modern cases, and a juxtaposition of the MBCA and DGCL. The new edi-

tion focuses heavily on corporation law, with an introductory treatment of

agency and partnership at the outset and securities regulation toward the

end. This book is perfect for a three-credit corporations class. 

CRIMINAL LAW (ALSO SEE PAGE 1)

Core Criminal Law
Learning Through Multiple-Choice Questions

Kathy Swedlow, Deputy Administrator, Michigan Appellate Assigned 
Counsel System

2021, 360 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1898-6, $60.00, paper

This book provides bar-style multiple choice questions that can be used

formatively for students enrolled in a law school criminal law class. As the

questions follow the format used by the National Conference of Bar

Examiners on the Multistate Bar Exam, students who use this book will

simultaneously learn criminal law and develop bar exam skills. The first half

of the book is divided into three sections—Introductory Concepts, Crimes,

and Defenses—and each section has multiple chapters. Each chapter begins

with questions addressing basic concepts and definitions, followed by ques-

tions raising common variations and crime-specific defenses. Collectively,

the questions in this book track the topics covered in most law school crim-

inal law classes. The second half of the book consists of answers for each

question. 

White Collar Crime
Cases, Materials, and Problems
Fourth Edition

J. Kelly Strader, Southwestern University School of Law
John P. Anderson, Mississippi College School of Law
Mihailis Diamantis, University of Iowa College of Law
Sandra D. Jordan, Charlotte School of Law

Casebook, Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-1604-3
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

White Collar Crime: Cases, Materials, and Problems is a unique, prob-

lems-focused approach to teaching and learning about federal white collar

crime. The authors draw from their practical experience in prosecuting and

defending white collar crime cases to present both foundational and current

issues of law, policy, and theory as they arise in statutes and cases. For the

fourth edition, the authors have continued their emphasis on the most

recent, cutting-edge issues in white collar crime and litigation. They have

added a number of recent United States Supreme Court and Circuit court

decisions.

HOW TO REQUEST AN EXAMINATION COPY 

If you teach and would like to request an examination
copy of a course book, the preferred method is to visit
the book’s page on our website at caplaw.com and click
the “Exam Copy” button at the bottom of the page.
Alternatively, you may email your request to comp@cap-
press.com. All examination copy requests should include
the following details: course name for which the book is
being considered; semester(s) the course will be taught;
projected enrollment; and institutional address, email
address, and phone number. *Please note that not all
titles are available as complimentary copies.



Criminal Law
Ninth Edition

Paul Marcus, College of William & Mary Law School
Linda A. Malone, College of William & Mary School of Law
Cara H. Drinan, Catholic University of America School of Law
William W. Berry III, University of Mississippi School of Law

Casebook, 2021, 952 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1464-3, $215.00
Teacher’s Manual

This casebook introduces the first-year student to the basics of

American criminal law. Drawing on statutory, common and constitutional

law, the book raises the questions of why and how we punish, and it

enables instructors to discuss with students the thorny problem of the rela-

tionship between the state and the individual. This most recent edition

includes several new problems and comments reflecting contemporary

challenges in the criminal justice system, such as extreme juvenile sentenc-

ing, criminalization of poverty, disproportionate punishment along race

and class lines, redrafting of the Model Penal Code sections on sexual

offenses, limits on deadly force in law enforcement, assisted suicide, and the

erosion of the insanity defense.

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE (ALSO SEE PAGE 1)

Plea Bargaining Made Real
Steven P. Grossman, University of Baltimore School of Law 

Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-1991-4, paper
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

By looking at the motivations of the three critical parties to any plea

bargain—the prosecutor, defense attorney/defendant, and the judge—Plea

Bargaining Made Real explains why in the words of former Supreme Court

Justice Anthony Kennedy, “criminal justice today is for the most part a sys-

tem of pleas, not a system of trials.” By looking at the impact these motiva-

tions play in the conduct and decisions of these parties, the book offers a

clearer and more realistic understanding of the process. Through compar-

ing plea-bargaining court decisions with the actual ways in which guilty

pleas come about, the book illustrates not just the dishonesty of the judicial

approach to issues arising from plea bargaining, but also the damage that

such dishonesty causes. The book discusses other important and controver-

sial aspects of plea bargaining such as types of guilty pleas, the impact of

systemic racism in plea bargaining and the applicability of contract law

principles to plea agreements.

Crim Pro 360
The Investigation Process

Adam M. Gershowitz, William & Mary Law School 

Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-2184-9, paper

Crim Pro 360: The Investigation Process provides a comprehensive

resource for students to learn the core material for a criminal investigation

course. The book provides roadmaps for Fourth and Fifth Amendment

problems, as well as concise blackletter law for the search and seizure and

confession doctrines covered in a criminal investigation course. The book

also contains over 200 multiple-choice questions, numerous essay ques-

tions, exam traps to avoid, and the “Professor’s Answer Key” to help stu-

dents both learn the law and ace their exams.

Understanding Criminal Procedure, Volume One:
Investigation
Eighth Edition

Joshua Dressler, The Ohio State University Moritz College of Law 
Alan C. Michaels, The Ohio State University Moritz College of Law
Ric Simmons, The Ohio State University Moritz College of Law

Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-2153-5, paper

Understanding Criminal Procedure is primarily designed for law students

and is organized and written so that both students and professors can use it

with confidence to better prepare for courses and improve classroom dia-

logue. The two-volume format allows you to purchase one or both volumes

based on the topics covered in your course. Already cited extensively in

scholarly literature and judicial opinions, scholars, practicing lawyers, and

courts will also find the expanded content of this newest edition indispen-

sable. This first volume, Investigation, is intended for use in introductory

criminal procedure courses focusing primarily or exclusively on police

investigative process and constitutional concerns.

EDUCATION LAW

Special Education Law
Cases and Materials
Fifth Edition

Mark C. Weber, DePaul University College of Law

Casebook, 2021, 872 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-2079-8, $218.00
Teacher’s Manual

This new fifth edition contains case text as well as extensive analysis and

commentary for Endrew F. v. Douglas County and Frye v. Napoleon

Community Schools. The book maintains comprehensive coverage of legal

issues affecting schools and students from the infant and toddler program

through higher education. This edition gives special attention to claims

concerning charter schools, police intervention issues, education of chil-

dren in juvenile detention, and private school students. The text includes

provocative questions for discussion as well as practical exercises for stu-

dents to apply their knowledge and skills.

ELDER LAW

Why Did I Walk into This Room?
A Thinking Person’s Guide to Growing Older

The late Kenney F. Hegland, University of Arizona College of Law
Lawrence Frolik, University of Pittsburgh School of Law, Emeritus

2020, 208 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1976-1, $28.00, paper

Growing older? What’s the alternative? You don’t have to go it alone.

Law professors Kenney Hegland and Lawrence Frolik are here to help by

sharing what they’ve learned over the years. Why Did I Walk into This

Room? covers what you’ll have to deal with: estate planning, home safety,

depression, retirement angst, paying for health care, senior moments, hos-

pice, financial scams and elder abuse. The coverage is encyclopedic, but the

authors have lightened the load with poems, down-home philosophy and

existential musings.
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ELECTION LAW

Voting Rights and Election Law
Cases, Explanatory Notes, and Problems
Third Edition

Michael R. Dimino, Sr., Widener University 
Commonwealth Law School

Bradley A. Smith, Capital University Law School
Michael E. Solimine, University of Cincinnati College of Law

Casebook, 2021, 1234 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1906-8, $225.00
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Voting Rights and Election Law is a teachable, yet sophisticated, casebook

that takes readers through the law of the political process, from the right to

vote through the tabulation (and re-tabulation) of votes. Along the way, the

book explores and explains the law of districting (including gerrymander-

ing and the one-person, one-vote doctrine); the Voting Rights Act; ballot

access and ballot design; free-speech rights of candidates, parties, and ordi-

nary citizens; campaign finance; and the election administration. The third

edition is the product of a comprehensive review, update, and streamlining

of the second. 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL RESOURCES LAW 

The Public Trust Doctrine in Environmental and
Natural Resources Law
Third Edition

Michael C. Blumm, Lewis & Clark Law School
Mary Wood, University of Oregon School of Law

Casebook, 2021, 616 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-2056-9, $105.00
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

The third edition includes important new cases, including the

Pennsylvania Supreme Court’s landmark decision in Pennsylvania

Environmental Defense Foundation v. Commonwealth, recognizing the inher-

ent nature of the public trust doctrine in the state’s constitution; the

California Court of Appeal’s decision in Environmental Law Foundation v.

State Water Resources Control Board, extending the public trust to ground-

water extraction; the North Carolina Court of Appeals’ decision in Nies v.

Town of Emerald Isle, recognizing the doctrine’s application to North

Carolina beaches, and others. It also includes a new chapter on atmospheric

trust litigation, including Juliana v. United States.

EVIDENCE

Federal Rules of Evidence Handbook,
2021–2022 Edition

Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-2281-5, paper 

This handbook includes the text of the Federal Rules of Evidence,

including amendments in effect December 1, 2020 (absent Congressional

action). The handbook also includes selected legislative history and the

Advisory Committee Notes to the Rules and to the amendments to the

Federal Rules of Evidence. A final section includes Proposed Federal Rules

of Evidence Relating to Privilege with Advisory Committee Notes.

Evidence
The Objection Method
Sixth Edition

Daniel J. Capra, Fordham University School of Law
Stephen A. Saltzburg, George Washington University Law School
Christine M. Arguello, United States District Court Judge, 

District of Colorado

Casebook, 2021, 1332 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-2108-5, $230.00
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

This stimulating casebook provides transcript-style problems in which

lawyers present evidence and argue evidentiary points, and a trial judge is

called on to rule. Special effort has been made to update and amplify those

problems. Substantive changes for the sixth edition include interesting

innovations by courts on questions of character evidence and expert testi-

mony; amendments to the Federal Rules of Evidence; issues involving the

admissibility of electronic evidence; Supreme Court developments on the

right to confrontation; and the consideration of Zoom trials in the era of

COVID and beyond.

FOOD LAW

Food and Drug Regulation
A Statutory Approach

Adam I. Muchmore, Penn State Law

Casebook, 2021, 734 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-0445-3, $170.00
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

This book presents food and drug regulation as a statutory subject. It is

organized around the structure of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic

Act (FFDCA), and emphasizes guided reading of statutes, regulations, and

federal register documents. Cases are presented primarily when they involve

major issues of statutory interpretation, are historically significant, or are in

one of the areas where case law plays a major role. The book is designed to

work with a statutory and regulatory supplement provided as a PDF. The

statutes and regulations in this free supplement have been aggressively edit-

ed, like the cases in a traditional casebook, to make it easier for students to

engage with them directly.

GAMING LAW

The Law of Gambling and Regulated Gaming
Cases and Materials
Third Edition

Anthony N. Cabot, UNLV Boyd School of Law 
Keith C. Miller, Drake University Law School

Casebook, Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-2023-1
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Gaming law continues to be one of the most compelling areas of law in

the United States and globally. Since the second edition of our casebook was

published in 2015, there have been numerous developments that a gaming

law student needs to understand. The third edition retains a solid founda-

tion in its examination of the core regulatory structure of gaming. Statutes

and regulations dominate gaming law. The inclusion of these primary mate-

rials is an essential lesson for students that judicial opinions are not the

only place to find the law.
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Gaming Law and Gambling Law
Cases, Materials, and Problems
Second Edition

Robert M. Jarvis, Nova Southeastern University Shepard Broad 
College of Law 

J. Wesley Cochran, Texas Tech University School of Law
Ronald J. Rychlak, University of Mississippi School of Law

Casebook, 2021, 990 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1344-8, $190.00
Teacher’s Manual

Although it follows in its predecessor’s footsteps, Gaming Law and

Gambling Law has been completely revised to reflect the field’s numerous

changes, including: the appearance of racinos; the legalization of sports bet-

ting; the onshore movement of riverboat casinos; the expansion of Indian

casinos; and the evolution of online gaming. New topics include: the

#MeToo Movement; eSports wagering; and the transformation of Macau

into the world’s leading gaming jurisdiction. Signaling the times, Gaming

Law and Gambling Law also discusses the impact of COVID-19 on the gam-

ing industry.

GENDER AND SEXUALITY LAW

Gender Identity and the Law
David B. Cruz, USC Gould School of Law
Jillian T. Weiss, Law Office of Jillian T. Weiss

Casebook, 2021, 1286 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1587-9, $180.00
Teacher’s Manual

Gender Identity and the Law is the first law textbook to focus on the legal

treatment of transgender, gender nonconforming, and non-binary individu-

als, primarily through U.S. materials but also incorporating legal develop-

ments in other parts of the world. The book will provide students with an

understanding of the decades-long revolution in law and society regarding

the concepts of gender identity and expression that affect trans people in

numerous settings. 

GOVERNMENT/NATIONAL SECURITY LAW

COVID-19
The Legal Challenges

Stephen Dycus, Vermont Law School, Emeritus, editor 
Eugene R. Fidell, Yale Law School, editor

2021, 360 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-2045-3, $50.00, paper

The first of its kind, this volume brings together essays by respected

experts in national security and related fields on the many legal dimensions

of the COVID-19 pandemic. Events have unfolded so quickly and so unpre-

dictably that it has been difficult to integrate the myriad ways in which the

coronavirus has challenged legal and political institutions in the United

States and elsewhere. This book critically examines those challenges

through a variety of lenses, including the history of epidemics; public health

institutional arrangements; the tools available for maintaining public order

and marshalling resources; the elusive but crucial role of leadership; trans-

parency and access to information; and military aspects, including lock-

down operations, the responsibility of commanders, and the administration

of justice within the armed forces.

HEALTH LAW

Reproductive Technologies and the Law
Third Edition

Judith Daar, Northern Kentucky University Salmon P. Chase 
College of Law

I. Glenn Cohen, Harvard Law School 
Seema Mohapatra, St. John’s University School of Law
Sonia Suter, George Washington University Law School

Casebook, Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-1525-1
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Since the first edition of Reproductive Technologies and the Law was pub-

lished, the field of assisted reproductive technologies (ART) has advanced,

matured and ventured into brand new frontiers in science and medicine. To

date, more than eight million children worldwide have been born via ART,

with three out of every 100 babies born in the United States the product of

assisted conception. With advances in germline genetic technologies adding

new opportunities for disease prevention, the impact and import of the

field cannot be overstated. The third edition invites readers to explore the

origins of assisted conception and then trace its development to the present

day. Reproductive Technologies and the Law is designed to introduce our stu-

dents to the essentials in science, medicine, law and ethics that underpin

and shape each of the topics that combine to form the law of reproductive

technologies. 

HUMAN RIGHTS

International Human Rights
Law, Policy, and Process
Fifth Edition

David Weissbrodt, University of Minnesota Law School
Jena Martin, West Virginia University College of Law 
The late Frank C. Newman, UC Berkeley School of Law, Emeritus

Casebook, Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-1768-2
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

The new edition of the International Human Rights casebook has been

streamlined to focus on the core elements of the subject, while providing

ample coverage of core topics for instructors. Section 1 provides both theo-

retical and practical context for our current International Human Rights

Law (IHRL) Framework, Section 3 examines regional differences regarding

how IHRL is implemented, and in Section 5 students examine how IHRL

intersects with many different fields of law, including humanitarian law,

criminal law, and labor law. Other sections examine sources of international

law and specific, substantive human rights to provide a comprehensive

review. 

CUSTOM PUBLISHING

Make teaching easier by choosing exactly what you need in a
textbook. You can select the chapters you need from a single
book or from multiple CAP books, put the chapters in the order
that best helps you, and choose from several binding options.
For more information, call us at (800) 489-7486.
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INDIAN AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES LAW

Tribal Sovereignty in Alaska
How It Happened, What It Means

Donald Craig Mitchell, Attorney 

Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-2224-2, paper

Tribal Sovereignty in Alaska is the first comprehensive history of the

Alaska Native tribal sovereignty movement. In 1932, Secretary of the

Interior Ray Lyman Wilbur explained that “the United States has had no

treaty relations with any of the aborigines of Alaska nor have they been rec-

ognized as the independent tribes with a government of their own. The

individual native has always and everywhere in Alaska been subject to the

white man’s law, both Federal and territorial, civil and criminal.” As a con-

tinuation of that policy, in 1971 when Congress settled Alaska Native land

claims by enacting the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, at the request

of Native leaders, it required Alaska Natives to incorporate business corpo-

rations under the laws of the State of Alaska that then were conveyed land

in fee title. But today the Secretary of the Interior and those same Native

leaders are adamant that there are more than two hundred federally-recog-

nized tribes in Alaska whose Alaska Native members are “sovereign” and

whose governing bodies possess “inherent” governmental authority. Tribal

Sovereignty in Alaska tells the story of that dramatic reversal of federal

Indian policy in exhaustively researched detail.

Captured Justice
Native Nations and Public Law 280
Second Edition

Duane Champagne, University of California Los Angeles, 
Dept. of Sociology 

Carole Goldberg, University of California Los Angeles 
School of Law

2020, 268 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1959-4, $39.00, paper

This new and updated second edition of Captured Justice accounts for

legislation and government policy changes at all levels—tribal, federal, state,

and local—that have affected the operation of Public Law 280 and its

regime of state criminal jurisdiction within parts of Indian country. Among

other developments, it incorporates the findings and recommendations of

the 2013 report of the Indian Law and Order Commission, advances by

Tribes and states in achieving greater intergovernmental cooperation, and

new writings on criminal justice that suggest additional grounds for ques-

tioning the efficacy of Public Law 280 and additional ways of mitigating its

adverse impacts on tribal communities. Although the research presented in

this book could not be redone, its findings are still relevant because the fun-

damental problems associated with Public Law 280 as a nonconsensual,

under-resourced regime remain. 

INTERNATIONAL LAW

International Dispute Resolution
Cases and Materials
Third Edition

Mary Ellen O’Connell, University of Notre Dame Law School
Anna Spain Bradley, University of California Los Angeles 
School of Law

Amy Cohen, The Ohio State University Moritz College of Law

Casebook, Forthcoming spring 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-1877-1
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Lawyers increasingly represent clients with global interests that require

working across nations and cultures. They may engage in negotiating inter-

national contracts, participate in treaty negotiations, or act as mediators in

international child custody disputes. This fully revised third edition pre-

pares law students to practice with confidence in handling international dis-

putes and introduces them to the range of methods available in contempo-

rary international practice. It is a comprehensive treatment of dispute reso-

lution processes, including negotiation, mediation, inquiry, conciliation,

arbitration, and adjudication. 

INTRODUCTION TO LAW

The U.S. Legal System
The Basics

Toni M. Jaeger-Fine, Fordham Law School

2021, 184 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-2037-8, $47.00, paper
Teacher’s Manual

The U.S. Legal System: The Basics is a basic primer on our legal system

and law study. The book’s six chapters provide an overview of the U.S. legal

system and cover the U.S. Constitution, judicial systems, sources of law, a

guide for students on working with case law, and civil dispute resolution.

This concise guide gives both traditional and non-traditional students what

they need to begin their study of law. The text is accompanied by an online

supplement of cases and materials.

Hard-Nosed Advice from a Cranky Law Professor
How to Succeed in Law School 
Second Edition

Cristina C. Knolton, Southwestern Law School 
Lisa C. Dennis, Associate, Fagen Friedman & Fulfrost LLP
Austen L. Parrish, Indiana University Maurer School of Law

Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-2230-3, paper

Hard-Nosed Advice from a Cranky Professor is a must-read for any new

law school student who wants to be successful both in and out of the class-

room. The book provides advice from the most valuable source: the law

professor. It gives a no-nonsense, hard-nosed approach to advising students

on what they must do to succeed. The advice is provided in a light-hearted

and humorous manner, which makes the book a quick and easy read for

any law student. The book’s practical, hands-on approach to learning helps

students master the most essential skills needed in law school, including

briefing cases, outlining, taking exams, meeting professor expectations, and

many more. 

Since some books are not generally available as complimentary
copies, CAP offers professors the 20% discount that is detailed
on the back of this mailer. Please notify CAP if you purchase a
book and then choose to adopt it for a course. At that time, we
will refund the purchase price.
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Nine Steps to Law School Success
A Scientifically Proven Study Process for Success in 
Law School

Lisa M. Blasser, Western State College of Law

2021, 120 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-0037-0, $24.95, paper

Nine Steps to Law School Success is the first scientifically proven study

process for success in law school. Synthesized from the study processes of

other successful law students, this book provides a straightforward, linear,

and chronological study process for students to follow from the beginning

of the semester up to their final examination. Students will learn how to

complete each step, how each step leads to a deep understanding of course

material, and how each step ultimately leads to success in their courses.

Students will also learn how to incorporate Nine Steps into their weekly

schedules during the semester. This book is not soaked in academic opinion

or war stories of hardened practitioners. Instead, it is the purest form of the

collective successful study process as articulated straight from the mouths of

other successful law students. Since Nine Steps is the result of a qualitative

phenomenological study, it also serves as a template for anyone interested in

conducting their own qualitative research in legal education and beyond

The Gunner’s Guide to Law School
Marc A. Silverman, Attorney at Law 

2020, 114 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-2035-4, $24.95, paper

This study aid explains that success in law school does not require any

special skill or genius. This comprehensive guide provides reliable frame-

works (backed by cognitive neuroscience) to navigate everything from the

first day of law school to the first year of practicing law. It offers frame-

works for handling reading assignments, classes, taking exams, and getting

on law review—all the way through succeeding as an associate in a law

firm..

JURISPRUDENCE

Professions and Politics in Crisis
Mark L. Jones, Mercer University School of Law

Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-2197-9, paper

This book contends that the crises of well-being, distress, and dysfunc-

tion currently afflicting the legal profession, other professions, and our poli-

tics can best be addressed by encouraging people to pursue a flourishing life

of meaning and purpose in communities of excellence and virtue. It draws

centrally upon the work of Alasdair MacIntyre, arguably the most famous

living moral philosopher and notorious for his critique of liberal democra-

cy, its capitalist, large-scale market economy, and hyper-individualism in

late Modernity. With the Covid-19 pandemic starkly revealing the need for

such transformation, the book will interest both the MacIntyrean expert

and novice alike and appeal broadly to moral and political philosophers,

ethicists, theologians, legal professionals, and scholarly lay readers.

JUVENILE LAW

Children and Juvenile Justice
Third Edition

Ellen Marrus, University of Houston Law Center

Casebook, 2021, 752 pp, ISBN 978-1-61163-897-4, $118.00
Teacher’s Manual 

Now in its third edition, this casebook provides a unique teaching tool

for examining the issues relating to children charged with crime in the juve-

nile courts. It is an innovative blend of the analytical, conceptual, practical

and ethical considerations arising in that context. The casebook examines

the history of the juvenile court system in America, the Supreme Court

jurisprudence, the various stages of delinquency proceedings, the ethical

dilemmas of representing minors, the right to treatment in juvenile correc-

tional facilities, waivers, determinate sentencing, blended and extended

jurisdiction, and international and comparative law.

LABOR/EMPLOYMENT/WORK LAW

Modern Labor Law in the Private and Public Sectors
Cases and Materials
Third Edition

Seth Harris, Seth Harris Law 
Joseph E. Slater, University of Toledo College of Law
Anne Marie Lofaso, West Virginia University College of Law
Charlotte Garden, Seattle University School of Law
Richard F. Griffin, Jr., Of Counsel, Bredhoff & Kaiser, P.L.L.C

Casebook, 2021, 1400 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1852-8, $206.00
Teacher’s Manual

This casebook adopts a truly modern approach to labor law in the

United States, introducing students to the subject as it is practiced today. It

is built around two important trends: the shift of union density from the

private sector to the public sector and the growth of organizing outside the

NLRA process. It includes the numerous changes in private-sector labor law

made by the NLRB under President Trump, Janus v. AFSCME, and more.

Labor Relations Law
Cases and Materials
Fourteenth Edition

Charles B. Craver, George Washington University Law School 
Marion G. Crain, Washington University School of Law
Grant M. Hayden, SMU Dedman School of Law

Casebook, Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-2033-0
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

This comprehensive casebook is designed for an intensive examination

of the union-management relationship throughout its major phases.

Largely tracking the organization of the National Labor Relations Act, it

covers the right of employees to join together for organizational purposes,

the regulation of the union-organizing process including the use of eco-

nomic weapons, the development of bargaining relationships, the negotia-

tion and enforcement of collective agreements, and, more briefly, the law

governing internal union affairs. The text responds generously to the most

significant current developments in the field, while simultaneously provid-

ing a set of materials that will be truly manageable in the usual three- or

four-hour courses.

The books under “Law School Teaching” are not generally available as
complimentary copies.
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Improving Student Learning in the Doctrinal Law
School Classroom
Skills and Assessment

Kimberly E. O’Leary, Western Michigan Cooley Law School
Jeanette Buttrey, Western Michigan Cooley Law School
Joni Larson, Attorney

2020, 148 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1935-8, $26.00, paper

Legal education has created silos where certain professors teach

“skills” courses and others teach “doctrine.” This book challenges that

division by building on learning theories that establish students cannot

truly learn doctrine without explicit instruction in skills. Moreover, it

provides suggestions to demonstrate how law professors can seamlessly

weave skills-based assessments into a course to spotlight for students

what they have learned and for professors what students haven’t

learned (as required by ABA Standard 314).

Law Professor’s Desk Reference
A Handbook for Work and Life in the Legal Academy

Jon M. Garon, Nova Southeastern University Shepard Broad 
College of Law 

Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-1845-0, paper

Law Professor's Desk Reference serves as a how-to guide for faculty

members, addressing the everyday issues that shape legal education as

well as the growing external social and economic pressures reconceptu-

alizing the study of law. Law school faculty members are expected to be

legal scholars, effective teachers, and engaged institutional partners, but

the information essential to develop these fundamentals skills has not

been published in one single source, until now. The book provides a

foundation to help faculty develop the best practices for student learn-

ing and engagement. It provides an important summary of learning

outcomes, formative assessment, summative assessment, course design,

and the operational mechanics needed to be an effective teacher.

Law Teaching Strategies for a New Era 
Beyond the Physical Classroom 

Tessa Dysart, University of Arizona College of Law
Tracy Norton, Touro Law Center

Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-0729-4, paper

Law Teaching Strategies for a New Era: Beyond the Physical

Classroom, the first comprehensive book on online legal education,

explores techniques, tools, and strategies that can assist all types of law

professors in that endeavor. The 34 chapters, authored by law profes-

sors from across the country, provide a comprehensive look at expand-

ing legal education beyond the traditional classroom experience.

Divided into four sections, the book starts by offering tips for getting

started and fostering inclusion in online courses. It then moves to sug-

gestions for course design of blended, synchronous, and asynchronous

courses, including a chapter on measuring success through empirical

research. It concludes with two sections on course-specific topics cover-

ing the range of legal education—from large first-year courses to semi-

nars to skills-based courses and bar preparation.

Assessment of Teaching and Learning
A Comprehensive Guidebook for Law Schools

Kelly Terry, University of Arkansas at Little Rock 
William H. Bowen School of Law

Gerald F. Hess, Gonzaga University School of Law, Emeritus
Emily Grant, Washburn University School of Law
Sandra Simpson, Gonzaga University School of Law

2021, 292 pp, ISBN 978-1-61163-130-2, $38.00, paper

This book discusses every aspect of assessment from the broad top-

ics of creating a culture of assessment and the institutional assessment

process to the more specific topics of assessing student learning at the

course and program levels and assessing teaching effectiveness. It mod-

els assessment at the institutional level, the course level, and through-

out the law school (experiential learning programs, legal writing cours-

es, centers and concentrations, extracurricular activities, non-academic

offices). In addition to explaining the assessment process generally and

in a variety of specific contexts, this book provides example assessment

documents and tools that law schools can adapt as necessary. 

Integrating Doctrine and Diversity
Inclusion and Equity in the Law School Classroom

Nicole P. Dyszlewski, Rogers Williams University Law Library 
Raquel J. Gabriel, Director, Law Library at CUNY School of Law
Suzanne Harrington-Steppen, Rogers Williams University 
School of Law

Anna Russell, Librarian, Ninth Circuit Federal District of Alaska
Genevieve B. Tung, University of Pennsylvania Biddle Law Library

Forthcoming spring 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-1701-9, paper

Integrating Doctrine and Diversity is a collection of essays with prac-

tical advice, written by faculty for faculty, on specific ways to integrate

diversity, equity and inclusion into the law school curriculum. Chapters

focus on subjects traditionally taught in the first-year curriculum (Civil

Procedure, Constitutional Law, Contracts, Legal Writing, Legal

Research, Property, Torts) and each chapter includes a short annotated

bibliography curated by a law librarian. The collection is the first of its

kind to offer reflections, advice and specific instruction on how to inte-

grate issues of diversity and inclusions into first-year doctrinal courses.

Lawyering Skills in the Doctrinal Classroom
Using Legal Writing Pedagogy to Enhance Teaching Across
the Law School Curriculum

Tammy Pettinato Oltz, University of North Dakota School of Law, 
editor

2021, 386 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-0199-5, $40.00, paper

In this book, which includes an introduction by Sophie Sparrow,

more than twenty law professors who have figured out how to bridge

the gap show why integrating skills into traditional doctrinal courses is

crucial to student learning and offer proven strategies for how to do it.

Law schools continue to struggle with an artificial split between “doc-

trinal” courses and “skills” courses—a split that ignores best practices

and undermines student learning.

LAW SCHOOL TEACHING
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Introduction to Employee Benefits Law
Kathryn J. Kennedy, University of Illinois Law School

2021, 568 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1827-6, $85.00, paper
Teacher’s Manual

This book serves as an introduction to employee benefits law. The pri-

mary focus of the book highlights the qualification requirements of the

Internal Revenue Code applicable to retirement benefit plans. Each chapter

begins with a reading assignment, class discussion questions, and an outline

of the material addressed in the chapter, followed by explanations and occa-

sionally case law. The class discussion questions are the kind posed in real

life and are very practical in nature. The selected cases are foundational to

employee benefits law and include several Supreme Court decisions.

Sharing the Gains of the U.S. Global Economy
Proceedings of the New York University 70th Annual
Conference on Labor

Charlotte Garden, Seattle University School of Law, editor 
Samuel Estreicher, New York University School of Law, editor

Casebook, Forthcoming spring 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-1990-7

What will our work lives look like in the future? Will workers see

increased leisure time and greater social equality? Or will the “gigification”

of work continue, with workers scrambling for ever-more-scarce jobs and

resources? This book—which includes chapters by leading academics, policy

makers, and lawyers—grapples with these topics. Using a variety of

methodological approaches, chapter authors illuminate how questions

about the “future of work” are really questions about labor and employ-

ment law; tax law; automation; redistribution; and more.

LAWYERING SKILLS

Multicultural Lawyering
Navigating the Culture of the Law, the Lawyer, and the Client

Kimberly E. O’Leary, Western Michigan Cooley Law School
Mable Martin-Scott, Western Michigan Cooley Law School

2021, 392 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-2041-5, $49.00, paper
Teacher’s Manual

This book is a mix of policy, legal history, professionalism, and lawyering

skills. It asks readers to explore multiculturalism through several different

lenses. First, readers explore the reasons behind calls for diversity in the

legal profession, examining how ordinary people view the culture of the

law. Next, readers explore their own cultural backgrounds, consider implicit

bias, and examine how to best navigate their own cultures as they interact

with legal systems. Then, readers examine how to best represent clients with

a particular focus on understanding client goals and helping translate client

values and culture into legal system values and culture, while always cog-

nizant of their own values and cultures. Finally, readers explore case studies

where failure to appreciate culture has had critical consequences. The book

provides perspective through essays about multicultural values in legal sys-

tems in other countries. It can be used as a textbook in a multicultural

lawyering course or seminar, in a professional identity and culture course,

or as a supplement to a clinic, skills, or doctrinal course. Lawyers and other

legal professionals can use this book to explore multiculturalism and its

effects in the legal system.

The Law Student’s Guide to Doing Well and 
Being Well
Shailini Jandial George, Suffolk University Law School

Forthcoming spring 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-2155-9, paper

The ABA and most state bar associations have identified a well-

ness crisis in the legal profession, and called for educating students

on how to better cope with the challenges of law school and prac-

tice. At the same time, students must learn how to maximize their

brain health so that they perform well in law school and on behalf

of their clients in practice. The same way musicians would tune

their instruments, or chefs would sharpen their knives, law students

must sharpen their minds. This book aims to help students “do

well” in their ability to learn, and “be well” in the process, by explor-

ing the deep connection between brain health and wellness. 

Written in a witty, informative, and easy-to-read style, the book

is full of suggestions to help students establish healthy and produc-

tive habits which will benefit both brain and body. Each chapter

ends with a self-reflection exercise to help students take the material

and consciously begin implementing its suggestions. This book

could be used in orientation programs, academic support and well-

ness programming, professional development, mindfulness, and

other “preparing for practice” courses.

Pursuing Happiness
One Lawyer’s Journey 

Desiree Jaeger-Fine, Brooklyn Law School

Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-1951-8, paper

The pursuit of happiness is embedded in our country’s founding

document and, with it, into our genetic code. We pursue that which

we do not have, and we seek to be that which we are not. The toll on

our mental health is an accepted characteristic of law school life

coupled with a sense of pride in the belief that law school must be

an overwhelming ordeal to prepare us adequately for the legal pro-

fession. But it does not have to be this way. Happiness is not an elu-

sive dream of a distant future depending on the sacrifices we make

today. We are endowed with the ability to be happy right here and

now, and for that, we depend on nothing and no one. This book

serves as an anchor for law students and lawyers. It dismantles spe-

cific thought patterns that education fosters so that we can find hap-

piness in and beyond the law, not tomorrow, but today.

LAW SCHOOL STUDY AIDS
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The Complete Bar Writer
Alexa Z. Chew, University of North Carolina School of Law
Katie Rose Guest Pryal, Adjunct, University of North Carolina
School of Law

2020, 200 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1787-3, $29.00, paper
Assessment available via Core Knowledge for Lawyers (see page 17)

The Complete Bar Writer teaches readers how to prepare for the

Multistate Performance Test and the Multistate Essay Exam (and similar bar

performance tests and essay exams). Readers learn how to transfer the legal

writing knowledge that they learned in law school to the bar exam, and how

to build upon that foundation with skills specific to bar exam success. The

book also fills gaps in readers’ knowledge by teaching legal writing, analysis,

and reading—and how to do all of those things under pressure. These skills

are useful lawyering skills that readers can use after test day. As readers pre-

pare for the bar exam, they will learn how to approach any MPT problem,

no matter what kind of document they’re assigned to write; how to evaluate

their own practice exams and carry that knowledge forward to do better on

their next ones; how to prepare for test day; and how to prepare for things

that might go wrong. 

Client Interviewing, Counseling, and Decision-Making
A Practical Approach
Second Edition

G. Nicholas Herman, The Brough Law Firm, PLLC
Melissa A. Essary, Campbell University School of Law

Forthcoming spring 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-1791-0, paper
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

This book provides a practical approach to client interviewing, counsel-

ing, and decision-making. These are practical skills, not theoretical ones.

Thus, the overall pedagogical approach taken by the text is to explain to 

students what to do and how to do it when engaging in interviewing, 

counseling, and decision-making with a client. Based on the guidance and

techniques provided in the text, students will best learn the skills of 

interviewing and counseling by applying them in various role plays con-

tained in the teacher’s manual or through other role plays developed by

their professor. The second edition adds sections addressing counseling

about mediation, counseling about transactional matters, and the role of

emotional intelligence.

LEGAL HISTORY

Genius for Justice
Charles Hamilton Houston and the Reform of American Law

José Felipé Anderson, University of Baltimore School of Law

Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-59460-985-5, paper

Charles Hamilton Houston was an outstanding Supreme Court lawyer

for the NAACP who killed “Jim Crow.” He mentored the nation’s first

African American Supreme Court Justice, Thurgood Marshall, and was the

architect of the legal strategy that resulted in the Brown v. Board of

Education decision. Praised by presidents and Supreme Court justices,

Houston also transformed American law in labor, criminal justice, and free-

dom of association. In a remarkable legal career that spanned over two

decades, he transformed legal education, the nation’s courts, the

Constitution, and its Bill of Rights. This biography sheds light on one of the

country’s most remarkable unsung heroes.

A Half-Century with the Internal Revenue Code
The Memoirs of Stanley S. Surrey

Lawrence Zelenak, Duke University School of Law
Ajay Mehrotra, Northwestern Pritzker School of Law

Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-2118-4, paper

Stanley S. Surrey was the most prominent mid-twentieth-century

American tax law academic, and the federal government official with the

greatest influence on tax policy over that same period (aside from politi-

cians). At his death in 1984, Surrey had written polished drafts of the

majority of his planned professional memoirs. Lawrence Zelenak and Ajay

K. Mehrotra have edited the memoirs for publication to produce this collec-

tion. This edited volume includes a comprehensive introductory essay on

Surrey’s professional life and his contributions to tax policy, as well as

extensive annotations providing important background on the people and

events Surrey discusses in the memoirs.

LEGAL RESEARCH AND WRITING

The Legal Memo: 50 Exercises for Mastery
Practice for the New Legal Writer

Cassandra L. Hill, Northern Illinois University College of Law
D’Andra Millsap Shu, Texas Southern University School of Law
Katherine T. Vukadin, South Texas College of Law Houston

2021, 240 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1683-8, $42.00, paper
Teacher’s Manual

To write an effective memo, legal writers must first master a series of

distinct and crucial skills: fact selection, narrowing of the specific legal

issue, correct rule formulation, and accurate application of law to the

client’s facts, to name but a few. This book provides the practice new legal

writers need. The book contains fifty exercises, most of which can be done

lightning-round style, taking just fifteen minutes. For more in-depth prac-

tice, the book also contains exercises taking about thirty minutes; these take

a deeper dive into the material and bring together several different skills.

Each exercise is independent, so students and professors will have little

ramp-up time and can get right into the skills practice. Half the exercises

have annotated sample answers in the back of the book, so writers can

check their work. All exercises have been tested on law students. Using this

book, legal writers can practice what they have learned from professors and

primary casebooks. 

Thinking and Writing About Law
Kevin Bennardo, University of North Carolina School of Law

2021, 140 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1953-2, $29.00, paper

While Thinking and Writing About Law is primarily geared toward law

students, it should be accessible for anyone who wants to improve their

abilities in legal analysis and communication. Written in an approachable,

no-nonsense style, the book is divided into two parts. The first part guides

readers toward an understanding of legal analysis in our common-law sys-

tem. Properly conceptualizing our system of law is the most fundamental—

and overlooked—component in the process of legal analysis. The second

part guides readers toward successful communicating their analyses to both

inform and persuade. It draws upon the author’s experiences as both a legal

writing professor and a supreme court justice to bring a distinctive blend of

academic expertise and judicial practicality to the subject.



Analyzing Florida’s Constitution
Patrick John McGinley, 2020, 672 pp, 
ISBN: 978-1-5310-1715-6, $180.00, casebound, 
TM forthcoming 

*Arizona Legal Research, Fourth Edition
Tamara S. Herrera, forthcoming summer 2021, 
ISBN: 978-1-5310-2073-6, paper, 
TM forthcoming 

California Civil Procedure Handbook 2020-2021
Rules, Selected Statutes and Cases, and Comparative 
Analysis, 2020-2021 Edition
Walter W. Heiser, 2020, 690 pp, 
ISBN: 978-1-5310-2020-0, $67.00, paper

The California Legislature and Its Legislative Process
Cases and Materials
Chris Micheli, forthcoming summer 2021, 
ISBN: 978-1-5310-2039-2, casebound

Civil Litigation in New York, Seventh Edition
Oscar G. Chase & Robert A. Barker, 2020, 
1108 pp, ISBN: 978-1-5310-1346-2, $228.00, 
casebound 

Florida Constitutional Law
Cases in Context
Jon L. Mills, Mary E. Adkins, & Timothy McLendon, 
forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN: 978-1-5310-1879-5,
casebound, TM forthcoming 

*Florida Legal Research, Fifth Edition
Barbara J. Busharis & Anne E. Mullins
2020, 224 pp, ISBN: 978-1-5310-1670-8, $30.00, 
paper, TM forthcoming 

Florida Wills, Trusts, and Estates
Cases and Materials, Fourth Edition
Elena Maria Marty-Nelson, Eloisa C. Rodriguez-Dod, 
Gail Levin Richmond, Donna Carol Litman & 
Jani Maurer, 2020, 996 pp, ISBN: 978-1-5310-0884-0,
$162.00, casebound, TM

*Georgia Legal Research, Second Edition
Margaret Elizabeth Butler & Thomas J. Striepe, 
forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN: 978-1-5310-2002-6,
paper, TM forthcoming 

*Hawaii Legal Research
Vicki Szymczak, Roberta Woods & 
Cory Lenz, forthcoming summer 2021, 
ISBN: 978-1-5310-1714-9, paper, TM forthcoming 

*Indiana Legal Research
Ashley Ames Ahlbrand, Michelle Trumbo, 
forthcoming fall 2021, ISBN: 978-1-5310-1819-1, paper, 
TM forthcoming 

Louisiana Law of Obligations in General 
A Comparative Civil Law Perspective, A Treatise
Alain A. Levasseur, 2020, 432 pp, 
ISBN: 978-1-5310-1374-5, $92.00, casebound

Louisiana Law of Successions, A Précis
Elizabeth R. Carter, forthcoming spring 2021, 
ISBN: 978-1-5310-1580-0, paper 

*Louisiana Legal Research, Fourth Edition
Mary Garvey Algero, forthcoming summer 2021, 
ISBN: 978-1-5310- 2088-0, paper, TM forthcoming

Louisiana Pocket Civil Code, 2020 Edition
Alain A. Levasseur, 2020, 494 pp, 
ISBN: 978-1-5310-1850-4, $56.00, paper

Louisiana Property Law
The Civil Code, Cases, and Commentary, Second Edition 
Markus G. Puder, John Lovett & Evelyn L. Wilson, 2020,
1240 pp, ISBN: 978-1-5310-1868-9, $155.00, casebound,
TM forthcoming 

*Michigan Legal Research, Fourth Edition
Cristina D. Lockwood & Pamela Lysaght,
forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN: 978-1-5310-1854-2,
paper, TM forthcoming 

*Missouri Legal Research, Fourth Edition
Wanda M. Temm & Julie M. Cheslik, 
forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN: 978-1-5310-2257-0,
paper, TM forthcoming 

*New York Legal Research, Fourth Edition
Elizabeth G. Adelman, Courtney L. Selby, 
Brian T. Detweiler & Kathleen Darvil, 2020, 252 pp, 
ISBN: 978-1-5310-1666-1, $34.00, paper, TM 

2020 AND FORTHCOMING 2021 STATE-SPECIFIC PUBLICATIONS 
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*The Legal Research Series books explain both the sources of state law research and the process for conducting state legal research effectively. Each
book begins with an overview of the research process and then explains how to use print and electronic sources to research cases, statutes, legislative

history, constitutions, administrative law, court rules, and secondary sources. Visit cap-press.com/LRS for more details. Tenielle Fordyce-Ruff and
Suzanne E. Rowe are series editors. 
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Introduction to Legal Research and Writing
Carol M. Bast, University of Central Florida, Dept. of Legal Studies

2021, 488 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-2025-5, $75.00, paper
Teacher’s Manual 

This book is designed to be the only one the student and the professor

need for legal research and legal writing. It is designed to provide a clear

explanation of basic information, exercises to give the student the necessary

practice in researching and writing, and sample legal writing documents.

The objectives of the legal research portion of the book are to teach the stu-

dent how to competently perform legal research in the law library and on

the computer, to use correct citation form, and to understand the funda-

mentals of legal research. The objectives of the legal writing portion of the

book are to explain the fundamentals of legal analysis and writing, to teach

the student how to communicate clearly, and to explain how to eliminate

mechanical errors.

LEGISLATIVE LAW

International Legislative Drafting Guidebook
25th Anniversary Celebrations

David A. Marcello, Tulane University School of Law, editor

2021, 294 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1801-6, $75.00, paper

Since 1995, the International Legislative Drafting Institute in New

Orleans has graduated 800 legislative drafters from 100+ jurisdictions

around the globe. In celebration of its 25th Anniversary, the International

Legislative Drafting Guidebook compiles the expertise of 18 Institute speak-

ers in articles about improved drafting techniques; about legislative rela-

tionships among members and drafters and the public; about human traf-

ficking, the environment, rule of law, justice systems, and other substantive

areas; about governmental transparency and ‘‘watchdog’’ agencies; and

about preparing primary and secondary legislation. Its intended audience

are the legislative drafters and policy makers whose hands-on legislative

practice will benefit from practical guidance and the common wisdom of

experienced international experts sharing their insights in this volume. 

PATENT LAW (ALSO SEE PAGE 1)

Patent Law and Policy
Cases and Materials
Eighth Edition

Robert Patrick Merges, UC Berkeley School of Law
John Fitzgerald Duffy, University of Virginia School of Law 

Casebook, Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-1175-8
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

The eighth edition of this venerable and highly respected casebook 

represents a substantial revamping. It features an entirely new and detailed

chapter on Inter Partes Reviews, the most important new development in

patent law in many years. The chapter on Section 101 has been completely

rewritten from the ground up. It now reflects all the essential developments

since the beginning of the Bilski-Mayo-Alice-Myriad era in 2010, and 

eliminates many outdated older cases. The chapter on Novelty has been

reworked in light of the new rules on priority and prior art. The treatment

of remedies now includes extensive treatment of Standard Essential Patents

(SEPs). 

PROPERTY LAW

Property
Hypotheticals, Self-Assessment Rubrics, and Tools for Success

Jill M. Fraley, Washington and Lee University School of Law

Forthcoming spring 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-1817-7, paper

An innovative exam preparation tool, Property: Hypotheticals, Self-

Assessment Rubrics, and Tools for Success addresses crucial problems students

face as they approach exams. Exam-style hypotheticals are hard to find and

never have detailed grading rubrics that will produce accurate scoring and

actionable feedback. This book solves this problem by providing: a primer

on legal analysis; an extensive collection of hypotheticals that range from

simple to difficult exam-level complexity; detailed grading rubrics that

allow you to self-grade in a way that produces actionable feedback; and

sample great answers and bad answers with annotations showing what

makes an answer effective or ineffective. Property is equally helpful as a sup-

plement to the basic property law course, a coursebook for academic suc-

cess, or a practice book for the bar.

REMEDIES

Understanding Remedies 
Fourth Edition 

James M. Fischer, Southwestern University School of Law

Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-2189-4, paper

The fourth edition of Understanding Remedies is designed to provide 

a thorough overview of the remedies a civil plaintiff may obtain to secure

appropriate redress for wrongs inflicted. It has been substantially restruc-

tured so the information is presented in a manner that can be easily grasped

and understood. The text has been augmented with numerous headings,

subheadings, and bullet points to enable the reader to quickly see the criti-

cal issues raised under the Law of Remedies; however this has been done

while preserving the extensive content of the information provided by the

book. 

Remedies
A Practical Approach 

David Charles Hricik, Mercer University School of Law

Casebook, 2020, 784 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1389-9, $170.00
Teacher’s Manual; Assessment available via Core Knowledge for Lawyers

This new student-friendly remedies casebook is designed for use in the

standard remedies elective and also in capstone or bar prep courses. The

book addresses the policies underlying remedies while teaching students the

rules they will need to apply on bar exams. Primary cases apply the “bar

rule,” and the notes that follow describe cases that adopt a different posi-

tion. The book features abundant explanatory material and numerous prac-

tical lawyering problems and hypotheticals to help students test their under-

standing. The book is accompanied by a teacher’s manual and PowerPoint

slides.

Visit CAPLAW.COM to learn about our new and forthcoming
titles, request examination copies, view tables of contents and

tables of cases, or submit a manuscript proposal.
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SECURED TRANSACTIONS

Mastering Secured Transactions
UCC Article 9 
Third Edition

Grace M. Giesel, University of Louisville School of Law

2021, 382 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1920-4, $38.00, paper

Mastering Secured Transactions is an updated and comprehensive

resource, formerly by Richard Nowka, for learning about and understanding

Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code—secured transactions. The book

offers clear and understandable explanations of every aspect of a secured

transaction, including the scope of Article 9, attachment and perfection 

of a security interest, priority among competing security interests, default,

choice-of-law rules, and assignment of rights. It also includes references 

to a few, carefully-selected recent cases that are particularly helpful in 

creating understanding. 

SECURITIES LAW

Securities Litigation
Law, Policy, and Practice 
Second Edition

Marc I. Steinberg, Southern Methodist University Dedman 
School of Law

Wendy Gerwick Couture, University of Idaho College of Law
Michael J. Kaufman, Loyola University Chicago School of Law
Daniel J. Morrissey, Gonzaga University Law School

Casebook, Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-1547-3
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Securities Litigation provides an analytical and practical framework

addressing the key subjects in the field, complemented by problems and

exercises to enhance students’ lawyering skills. U.S. Supreme Court and

lower court cases that cover the key remedial provisions are highlighted,

including Sections 11 and 12 of the Securities Act and Section 10(b) of the

Securities Exchange Act, as well as alternative federal remedial statutes and

secondary liability provisions. Integral to this discussion is a thorough treat-

ment of class and derivative actions. Government enforcement is also ana-

lyzed, with particular focus on SEC and criminal enforcement. In addition,

state securities litigation is covered in depth, along with professional liability

exposure. The new edition also adds coverage of cutting-edge issues, includ-

ing the regulation of digital assets, new forms of market manipulation, the

rise of state securities class actions, recent insider trading cases analyzing tip-

per-tippee liability, and unsettled questions about the fraud-on-the-market

presumption of reliance. 

STATE GOVERNMENT

State and Local Government in a Federal System
Ninth Edition

Daniel R. Mandelker, Washington University St. Louis School of Law
Judith Welch Wegner, University of North Carolina School of Law,

Emerita
Janice C. Griffith, Suffolk University Law School
Evan C. Zoldan, University of Toledo College of Law
Cynthia Baker, Indiana University School of Law

Casebook, 2020, 988 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1487-2, $210.00
Teacher’s Manual

The new edition continues the tradition of comprehensive coverage, pro-

viding teachers with choices that are suitable to either two- or three-unit

courses with emphasis on local or state government. Chapter 2 (on state and

local government powers) has been refreshed with a new overarching prob-

lem relating to short term rental and now addresses proposed changes in

home rule provisions and state preemption practices proposed by the

National League of Cities in 2020. Chapter 4 (on public finance) has been

completely revised to update coverage concerning sources and strategies

affecting government funding, borrowing, expenditures, federal oversight,

and financially distressed municipalities in recent years.

TAXATION

Understanding Taxation of Business Entities
Second Edition
Walter D. Schwidetzky, University of Baltimore School of Law 
Fred B. Brown, University of Baltimore School of Law

2021, 720 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1725-5, $51.00, paper
Teacher’s Manual

Understanding Taxation of Business Entities is designed primarily for law

students, but it is also intended to be useful to practitioners, including gen-

eralists who need a relatively brief summary of a business entity tax topic,

beginning lawyers who intend to specialize in partnership and corporate tax-

ation or are working on an LL.M. in taxation, and experienced lawyers who

wish to expand their practices into business entity taxation.

Partnership Taxation
Fifth Edition

Richard Lipton, Baker & McKenzie LLP
Paul Carman, Chapman and Cutler LLP
Walter D. Schwidetzky, University of Baltimore School of Law 
Ross Cohen, Dentons Bingham Greenebaum LLP

Casebook, Forthcoming summer 2021, ISBN 978-1-5310-2239-6
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Partnership Taxation is a textbook designed for graduate tax students,

advanced law and accounting students, as well as lawyers and accountants. It

provides a thorough and sophisticated look at this important area of tax law

for closely held businesses operating in the U.S. Classification, formation,

operation, and liquidation of partnerships are covered, as are several impor-

tant associated topics. The fifth edition contains two new chapters. Chapter

17 contains legislative updates and a detailed discussion of non-Subchapter

K provisions that are relevant to partnership taxation. Chapter 18 contains a

detailed discussion of the complex area of partnership debt workouts. 
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E-BOOK PUBLISHING

Many of our books are available on various e-book
platforms, including Kindle, Vital Source, RedShelf,
and the LexisNexis Store.
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Ruth Ann McKinney, University of North Carolina School of Law, Emerita
Katie Rose Guest Pryal, University of North Carolina School of Law, Adjunct

CGL is an online, self-directed learning tool designed to help law students and others develop 
the grammar and punctuation skills that are prerequisites to successful legal writing. Students are
first assessed with a diagnostic pre-test and then proceed through 24 highly interactive lessons
filled with helpful instructions, examples, and tips. More than 120,000 students have completed

Core Grammar, and CGL has been adopted by more than 140 law schools. coregrammarforlawyers.com

Linda J. Barris, Legal Writing Professor 

MBIE is an online tool that helps students master legal citation through a series of exercises 
coordinated with Understanding and Mastering The Bluebook®. MBIE fully automates review of 
student answers by highlighting errors, providing correct answers, and explaining the correct 
citation form for each question. For professors, MBIE offers fully prepared tests covering 
essential case and statutory citation forms, as well as customizable tests allowing question 

selection from any exercise set. MBIE’s user-friendly interface gives professors the ability to monitor student progress, individually or by
class. MBIE has been fully updated for the 21st edition of The Bluebook.®masteringthebluebook.com

CKL is Carolina Academic Press’s new interactive teaching and testing platform. Built using the
same principles as our other widely used programs (including Core Grammar for Lawyers,
Click & Learn: Civil Procedure, and Mastering The Bluebook® Interactive Exercises), CKL
gives instructors and students the tools to supplement books and class time with interactive 
lessons and exercises. Practice sets are available for contracts, legal research, and other core sub-

jects, with civil procedure, criminal law, torts, and intellectual property forthcoming in the spring. coreknowledgeforlawyers.com

Angela Upchurch, Southern Illinois University School of Law
Susan Gilles, Capital University Law School
Cynthia M. Ho, Loyola Law School Chicago

CLCP is an online and self-paced interactive tool that helps law students learn, practice, and
master civil procedure. CLCP has thousands of questions targeted at a variety of skill levels and
gives immediate expert feedback after every question. Click and Learn includes a detailed

teacher’s manual, including a concordance to many Civil Procedure casebooks so that it can be easily integrated into your existing 
syllabus. clickandlearnguide.com

CHECK OUT OUR POPULAR ONLINE PROGRAMS!

Mastering Income Tax
Second Edition
Gail Levin Richmond, Nova Southeastern University Shepard Broad 
College of Law, Emerita 

Christopher M. Pietruszkiewicz, President, University of Evansville

2020, 520 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1695-1, $42.00, paper

Mastering Income Tax is specifically designed for students taking an

income tax class for the first time and is written from the perspective of a

student. The book explains concepts that students will find in all of the

leading casebooks and is intended to supplement those casebooks by

explaining cases, code sections, and regulations that are necessary to under-

standing income tax. The discussion of each topic is designed to provide

insight into these complicated areas but is not intended to be exhaustive.

Instead, this companion book is long enough to be useful but short enough

to be helpful in assisting students in understanding the primary concepts in

an income tax course.
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